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RAYMOND MALLABER NAMED GENEVA STATION FARM MANAGER: 
HEADS NEWLY FORMED FIELD RESEARCH UNIT

Raymond C. Mallaber has been appointed Manager of the Field Research Unit of Cornell 
University’s New York State Agricultural Experiment Station, Geneva, effective Monday, 
February 6.

Mallaber currently is the Orchard Manager in the Station’s Department of Horticultural 
Sciences. He has been employed at the Station since 1955 and in his present position since 
1975.

Dr. Robert A. Plane, Director of the Station, made the announcement of M allaber’s 
appointment Wednesday afternoon (February 1). “It is a pleasure for me to appoint Ray to 
this very important position,” said Director Plane. “We had a number of outstanding 
candidates who applied for Manager, and after very careful review by all those involved in 
the field and greenhouse research programs of the Station, we chose Ray. He has the 
leadership qualities and experience needed to bring a group of excellent people to even 
greater achievements.”

Along with appointment of Mallaber as Manager, a new unit was formed which will be 
called the Field Research Unit. It consists, primarily, of individuals from the Station’s 
former farm services and greenhouse group and members of both the vegetable and fruit 
field crews from the Department of Horticultural Sciences. “It is possible that other 
individuals may be added to this new unit over time,” stated Director Plane.

There is a four-fold function of the Field and Greenhouse Research Unit: Fruit, Vegetables, 
Greenhouse and Grounds, and some Campus Maintenance such as working with Buildings 
and Properties staff, trash removal, snow removal, etc. Approximately 17 to 20 individuals 
are in the new Unit. This group will have primary responsibility for assisting faculty in 
conducting greenhouse and field research programs on the Station’s more than 700 acres of 
orchards, vineyards, vegetable plots, and an acre of greenhouses.

“This new Unit has an exciting and challenging assignment,” said Director Plane. “We are 
very fortunate to have such excellent people in the Unit who have worked so closely with 
the field faculty in the past. This will make Ray’s job as manager that much easier. We are 
convinced that combining these greenhouse and field crews into one unit will make for a 
much more efficient operation. This is particularly important in these demanding financial 
times,” continued the Director.

“I am pleased and excited about accepting this new assignment,” commented Mallaber. 
“The Station has been part of my life for over 30 years, and this is certainly a wonderful 
opportunity that has been afforded me. Like Director Plane, I feel the key is a team 
approach to our field and greenhouse operations at the Station. This means working closely
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as a group, and calling on all the expertise that is available not only within the Unit but 
from the faculty and other staff as well.”

Before coming to the Geneva Station, Mallaber had experience as a farmer where he 
operated a cash crop and dairy farm.

M allaber lives at 5125 Wilson Road in Geneva. He also has a daughter, Cheryl, who 
works at the Experiment Station in the Department of Horticultural Sciences.
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